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National President’s
Message

H

ello Brothers and Sweethearts! Fall is here which means it’s time for our fall SEC. This year it is at Beta Eta on
the 18th of October. As the National Officers don their red coats and prepare to perform for your amusement,
I hope as many Brothers as possible attend to critique their performance for the first quarter!

T

he only barometer we have to measure our successes or failures as National Officers is from the input we receive from our members. The National is no different than that of your chapter. In order to ensure we are
acting in the best interest of all the Brethren, we must have participation from all the chapters! Now, it is true that
no earth shattering votes will happen at this meeting, but on the other hand it is the first meeting where we will
start looking at the agenda for the next National council in July. This is where the participation of our chapters and
members become paramount.

Y

our input and insight is what guides the direction our Fraternity travels. By beginning the process in October
it allows for nine months of discussion and debate in order that we have a well thought out course of action or
constitutional change prior to presenting it to the floor at the National Council. The time has come for all of us to
come out from the shadows and come down from the bleachers and get involved!

W

e all need to be involved in our local chapters and ensure that if we can’t personally attend the national meetings that our chapter is sending a delegation, for that is the only way that all of our Brothers voices are heard!
We are all Proud to be Phi Delts and we all deserve to be heard.

~ Chris Parks

chris.parks@phideltakappa.org
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The S.E.C. Speaks...
VICE
PRESIDENT
Jeff Woolf
Beta Eta

jeff.woolf@phideltakappa.org

G
L

reetings Brothers and Sweethearts,

ast year, as Master of Ceremonies, I had the privilege to award
the ritual award at National Convention. As I stated then, I hold the
preservation of our rituals to be as
important as anything we do as Phi
Delta Kappa.

W

ithout our ritual ceremonies,
our group of people would be
not much more than a gathering on
the street corner, with no commonality to bind us together and separate us from anyone else as a group.
A little secret shared only by those
who have been invited to join our
exclusive club. These rituals tie us
together into one happy family.

T

hat being said, every chapter
to strive to perform these rituals to the best of their ability. Only
by maintaining the integrity of our
rituals, are we able to maintain the
bond between our members. It is
the responsibility of each chapter’s
Master of Ceremonies to insure that
the rituals are presented in the way
they were intended. It becomes his
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t

hat I could not say or discuss in
duty to make sure the officers presmy last newsletter. I want to conent their parts correctly. The burden
gratulate
and welcome our new
of instructing chapter mc’s falls diPresident and his Wife on their long
rectly back to the national officers.
journey, they made it!
nless chapter officers have seen
wish to thank Sam Agresti for a
our rituals performed correctly,
good year and hope to see him at
they will no doubt make mistakes in
their presentation. These errors can Florida Mu for Spring SEC or soonbe corrected and your coordinating er, Thanks for your Travels to MS
national officer can, and should, be Alpha.
glad to answer any questions perwould like thank President Parks,
taining to the proper presentation
Chris Linsinbigler, Chris Arbour,
of our rituals. If they cannot or will
not, feel free to contact me and I will Jim Cressman and Craig Brutout for
do my best to guide you. A simple e- their trips to Mississippi Alpha this
mail to vice.president@phideltakap- year.
pa.org will get the ball rolling.
would like to thank our new Outer guard Gary Aleous for followntil next time…Fraternally,
ing our time honored tradition of
Jeff Woolf
handing out toothpicks and toilet
paper at our banquet.

U

I
I

U

I

M

uch discussion at our meeting was how we could get all
MASTER OF chapters to participate in the relief
CEREMONIES association. I urge all chapters that
Greg Trombly are not a member to rethink their
Mississippi Alpha souls and talk it over at their next
meeting and then discuss it at the
next SEC meeting. There were a lot
greg.trombly@phideltakappa.org
of good ideas on how we could make
it work and bring the cost down for
elcome from MS ALPHA
everyone. Together we can achieve
The Hospitality Chapter!
great things!
Welcome to all my Brothers and
Sisters!
am again honored to have Michigan City as my chapter; I look forlthough the 108th National
ward to seeing my brothers when
convention is over there is a
I go north to the Fall SEC in Winlot
chester.

W
A

I

R
G

emember if it is to be, it is up to
me. God Bless America!
reg Trombly MS Alpha

their Sweethearts step up and fill the
void and help wherever they could.
I’m talking Brotherhood, makes me
proud to be a Phi Delt.

A

follow. There are fewer games in a
full season than in a month of MLB.
So knowing who is leading their division or which team is suffering is
a quick assessment. This knowledge
is good for almost a whole week.

nother thing that makes me
Proud is when we at Florida Nu
are able to help somebody in need.
hile in major league baseball
We have done it again. We were able
the leaders and the bleeders
to pull off a very successful ben- can change numerous times over the
efit for a very special lady in need, course of a week, on any given SunAUDITOR
bravely fighting breast cancer.
day there will be upsets and highChris
lights and injuries in football. Add
Linsinbigler
hanks
go
out
to
Brother
Joe
Lain the trash talking amongst us fans
Florida Nu
merson and his wife Kelly for and you can have a blast. Sarah is a
chairing this event.. Like I said a Colts fan and I am a Bears fan. I like
very successful turn out. It is great the Colts but the Bears have always
chris.linsinbigler@phideltakappa.org to see EVERYBODY step up and been my NFL team. I know PDK
contribute where ever they can, too has Saints, Dolphins, Bills (really),
ello from the Flagship of the many to list. Remember to get your Bengals, Steelers and many other
South.
20/20 tickets. Let’s make it a banner fans. Even with different teams to
year.
route for we are all brothers and we
y the time you are reading this
can look past the fact that someone
article, Fall will have set in. You
et involved and support YOUR may even like the Patriots or the
can probably feel the crispness in the
S.E.C. so they can support you. Cowboys, it is difficult but can be
evening air. Football, both college
accomplished.
and professional will have started.
ill next time, Chris.
The baseball playoffs will have startertain things in life are fun to
ed. We as Phi Delts will be in Windisagree and tease each other
chester for the Fall S.E.C. meeting.
about. Making the fan of a losing
Hope everybody can make it there.
team buy a round of beers is a classic. I know that Beta Eta gets tonother journey we will have
gether at their Chapter House for
made was to Danville for their
NFL games. I sure wish Beta Nu
SARGEANT
Annual Hog Roast. From what I’ve
and other chapters would do the
AT ARMS
been told, it is an event that should
same. Maybe some of you do, well
Bruce Smith
not be missed. I will be there for the
Beta Nu
do you?
first time. Be Gentle. LOL! And yes
Chris my heart rate and blood presknow that cheering and complainsure was back to normal Sunday afing in masses is a lot more fun that
bruce.smith@phideltakappa.org
ternoon, whatever normal is. Thanks
doing it alone. Think about it brothto Miller Lite, Craig Brutout, and
ers and sisters maybe, just maybe,
my wife, Barbie. Sitting by the pool
this would be a way to get more
Football Season!
made up for a lot of the stress. The
involvement out of our brothers. I
convention itself, and the BROTHello brothers and sisters! Foot- know not everybody likes sports but
ERHOOD shared made it all worth
ball season is upon us again! getting together and hanging out
it. And believe it or not I would do It seems to me that football has be- sure seems like a novel idea.
it all over again. It was a lot of work, come the new national sport replacbut also a lot of fun, and it was in- ing baseball. I love both sports but
he fraternity is always at lookteresting to see all the Brothers and football just seems so much easier to
ing for ways to grow. Do you
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have some ideas? Share those ideas
and see what happens. I have always
contended that getting the brothers
that are already paying dues to get
back involved. If this could be accomplished grow would surely follow.

T

here are many activities I plan
to attend over the next several
months. I sure hope to see many
brothers and their sweethearts out
in PDK land!

U

ntil next time remember to tell
your loved ones every day that
you love them. Hug a brother and
get involved. Proud to be a Phi Delta Kappa!

W

ell I”m very optimistic about
the upcoming Fraternal year.
With Brother Chris Parks leading
the way and all the SEC officers, and
Chapters doing their part, I believe
we will be stronger than ever, continuing on with the Ideals of the Phi
Delta Kappa Fraternity.

C

OUTER
GUARD

Gary Aldous

gary.aldous@phideltakappa.org

ome mid October Nat. Auditor
Chris Lisinbigler and new Nat.
rothers, another month has
O.G. Gary Aldous and myself will
passed and we are getting busy
be making the trip to Winchester
again. Children are going back to
for the Fall SEC meeting, Brothers
school and that means more people
it is always good to see and be with
on the road and a lot of Northerners
Brothers, I hope you will join us.
are heading South again. Watch out
for the children!
ecently Nat M.C. Greg Trombly of Miss. Alpha and Melanie
e had a great benefit for one
stopped by on their way to a cruise
of our local ladies of the pool
out of Miami. He came to our Chapleague that is doing a lot better.
ter Meeting on Wednesday and after
his cruise is planning on visiting FL/
ow we are getting active in
MU and maybe Tampa. Always glad
the weather. Two storms are
to have a visiting Brother stop in.
headed our way from the hurricane
weather agencies.
hile here they visited Geraldine Taylor at the Hospital
National Outer Guard
who has just gone thru knee reGary Aldous
placement surgery. Good to know
she came thru fine, See you soon
Geri, get well quick.

B

R

W

N

INNER
GUARD
Ed Nault
Florida Nu
ed.nault@phideltakappa.org

D

ear Sweethearts and Brothers
May you all be well. Are you
ready for some football? By
now College and Pro football is well
underway, which means Saturday or
Sunday get togethers at the Chapter
House to watch and root for the local teams, whether good or bad.

I

t”s a time of optimism, a feeling
that a few off season trades, draft
pick signings and free agent acquisitions will put your team over the
top, or in some cases off the bottom
or out of mediocrity. ( like the Dolphins )
www.phideltakappa.org | Page 6

W
B

efore I sign off, a quick message
to any NEW Brothers, help out,
maybe even put together a social,
there is always a need for help, get
and stay involved.

I

n ending I have to say my first
year in the SEC has been a tremendous journey, the Brotherhood,
travel and friendships made, I want
to thank you all for continued support.

A

dios my friends...
Natl IG Ed Nault

Fall SEC 2014
Fall SEC 2014 will be held at
the Beta Eta Winchester chapter house on October 18th.
If you have any questions,
please feel free to contact one
of your National Officers.

Doug Anderson
Member Article

H
I

ello to all from the Flagship of
South Florida,
would like to thank all of the
brothers and Sweethearts who
were able to make it to the 108th
National Convention and to their
chapters for their support. Without
all of the participation from everyone it would not have been such a
success and a great time. I hope
everyone enjoyed themselves. I enjoyed myself and I believe everyone
else did too.

A

s Committee Chairman I was
blessed to have a great team
of people who volunteered their
time and expertise to put on a great
convention and from what I heard,
it was one of the best conventions
the Fraternity has had in quite a few
years.

I

would like to congratulate Sam
Agresti for his years of service
and his year as National President. I
would also like to all of our National
Officers for a job well done and wish
our new National President Chris
Parks, Good Luck he will have big
shoes to fill this year.

C

ongratulations to all the other
National Officers who moved
up a chair this year, also to our own
members of Florida NU Chris,Ed
and the new National Outer Guard
Gary Aldous.

I

would like to send out a special
thanks to all the members who
helped, not only with the convention details, but who put in a lot of

time and labor to get our chapter
house to look so great. Your help
and efforts did not go unnoticed,
Thanks again.

I

have to say that the people who
really made the convention a success were the people who helped
with everything from the arrangements of the tables and chairs, decorations, food preparation to getting
everyone registered, hospitality
room stocked with supplies, ladies
luncheon and the golf tournament
and so much more. Everyone was
Amazing. There were so many helpers, men and ladies from both Florida Nu and Florida Mu working together and getting everything done.
I am so proud to say I am a Phi Delta
Kappa member.

I

n closing I hope that everyone
enjoyed themselves down here in
sunny South Florida and we look
forward to maybe seeing everyone
again in 3-4 years. Thank you again
for a great weekend.

Calling all artists!!
With as fast as our PDK chapters
are growing, there must be some
hidden talent amongst all our new
(and old) members and sweethearts!!
If you are an artist at heart, a hobbyist, or just someone who likes to
create, we want to see your work!
Send in your selections and a piece
will be chosen randomly to feature on the cover of our monthly
magazine.
Send all submissions to the editor
at: ggtaylor@illinois.edu

Position Bids

B

ids for the Position of Fraternity
Doug Anderson
Secretary/Treasurer and EdiChairman tor of the National Magazine are
now being accepted. Each year the
National Board of Trustee’s accepts
bids for these positions.

B

ids will be accepted effectivenow through December 1,2014.
Resume should include previous experience, facilities for intended use
and time you have available for the
position.

P

lease send to:
Phi Delta Kappa Fraternity
Chairman Board of Trustees
PNP Devin Reid
501 Apple Street
Danville, IN. 46122
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Message from the National Sweetheart

Hello from your National Sweetheart!
I want to thank my chapter for their support of Brian and I throughout the years. I also want to thank them, the officers, members and the
other chapters that voted for me to become the newest National Sweetheart. I did not expect it. There is an awesome pool of ladies that fit the
“sweetheart” definition. I am truly honored.
As First lady I experienced a plethora of support from PNS’s. They
(Melody Sumpter, Patty Cressman, Kay Bates, Louise Rodman and
Judy Marshall and many others) pulled me out of many panic attacks
during convention. They pitched in with help, advice and sometimes
just pushed me out of the room and finished the job. True Sweethearts!
I absolutely love them all! I hope to be as helpful and loving as the
PNS’s I follow.

Candie Nelson
2014 PDk
national
sweetheart

I have not yet begun my travels, but preparations are being made to go
to the Danville Hog Roast and the Fall SEC in Winchester. I am looking
forward to both trips! Hopefully things will be all right with my mom.
They are talking of releasing her any day now, so hopefully my stress
level can recede.
My hope is to make it to every chapter and function possible this year.
If you would like to have me at one of your functions please let me
know and I will do my best. I haven’t been to Mississippi since I was
First Lady so I look forward to that trip, and may others.
Thank you all for allowing me to be your National Sweetheart!
With all of my love,
Candie Nelson
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News & Coming Events
20/20 Raffle
Greg Trombly
National Master of Ceremonies
The 20-20 Raffle is up and Running.
I sold my first ticket to Tim Musser,
of Florida Alpha Lambda. Thanks
Tim!
Here are the specifics:
• 20/20 Raffle is $20.00 for 20
drawings.
• There is 17 weekly drawing
and 3 money drawings during
convention.
• The weekly drawings are one
$50.00 and one for $20.00
• The drawings during convention are 1st $599.00, 2nd
$300.00, and 3rd $100.00.
• After every drawing the winning number is placed backed
into the box for a chance to win
again.
When buying tickets:
• $20.00= 1 ticket
• $40.00= 2 tickets + 1 bonus
tickets = 3 tickets
• $100.00= 5 tickets + 5 bonus
tickets =10 tickets
• For every 10 actual tickets
bought from the members their
chapter will receive 1 bonus
tickets.
20/20 Raffle was started by the
National Officers with some extra
income to help offset some of their
expenses. Raffle is open to anyone.
Tickets can be bought from any
national officer.

Scholarship Winner!

Kaley Cheshire
2014
Winner

Gene
Campbell
memorial
scholarship

The ladies group of Tampa has awarded the 2014 Gene Campbell Memorial Scholarship to Kaley Cheshire, Kaley is 18 years old and graduated
from Alonso High School in Tampa Fl, her grade point average is 5.52.
She was a member of the National Honors Society during her junior and
senior years of high school where she participated in all monthly meetings
and their seasonable service projects, she also completed 40 community
service hours for the club. In June, July and August of 2013, she volunteered 100 hours at St. Anthony's hospital, she worked assisting the nurses
in the cardiovascular patient center, also worked assisting nurses in the
radiology departments. Kaley worked in the Susan McGillicuddy Breast
Center assisting the secretaries and technicians and caring for patients, It
was during this period of time that Kaley decided to pursue an education
in nursing.
Kaley received the President's Education Award in recognition of outstanding academic excellence for receiving a cumulative score of 1790 on
her SATs. Kaley has been accepted at University of Florida in Gainesville,
Florida and will be majoring in Nursing. She has plans of following in her
mentor's footsteps, David Hill, a Radiology nurse at St. Anthony's, by joining the military with her BSN degree and becoming military medic.
We are certain that Kaley's parents, Corey and Lisa are extremely proud of
her, Kaley's father is a member of Florida Alpha Lambda Chapter.
This years scholarship award is in memory of
Robert " Bob" Fusco of Florida Alpha Lambda chapter
www.phideltakappa.org | Page 9

NIGHT
STEAK & CORN

INAUGURAL EVENT • SATURDAY, NOV. 8TH @ 6:00PM

PHI DELTA

KAPPA

11301 Phi Delt Way • Odessa, FL 33556

727-375-9732

In Memory of

o
c
s
u
F
b
o
B

Meal Includes:

NY Strip • Corn on the Cob
Salad • Dessert
RSVP Shean at SHYLTON@AllPRODM.COM
$
20 Per Ticket - Please send to 11626 Prosperous Drive, Odessa FL 33556

Fun Fall Crossword
FOOTBALL

by Frank Longo |

© 2013, The New York Times

ACROSS
1 Number of points
21-Across are
worth
6 Chicago team that
won Super Bowl
XX in 1985
11 Shoulder ___
(protective football
wear)
14 Brooklynite’s
equivalent of “y’all”
15 Denver Broncos
quarterback John
who was the
M.V.P. of the 1999
Super Bowl
16 Party card game
with a large deck
17 Successful forward
passes in football
19 Direction from
52-Across to
38-Across: Abbr.
20 Gives the goahead to
21 Field ___ (scores
made by kicking
the football
between the
uprights during
scrimmages)
22 San Diego
Chargers
quarterback
Humphries who
played in the 1995
Super Bowl
23 Work ___ appetite:
2 wds.
25 Yards ___ game
(football statistic)
26 Like a quarterback
who’s tackled
behind the
50-Down before a
pass is thrown
29 Offensive lineman
who’s positioned
close to the tackle:
2 wds.
34 Sharp growth on a
rose’s stem
35 What Jerry Jones
is with respect to
the Dallas
Cowboys
36 Outcome that’s not
permitted in N.F.L.
playoff games

37 Suffix with cash or
hotel
38 Home of the
Braves, in the
N.F.L.
40 Former “Buffy the
Vampire Slayer”
channel
41 Suffix with east or
south
42 Gird one’s ___
(prepare for
upcoming difficulty)
43 Jack who “could
eat no fat”
45 Runs far to receive
a deep pass:
2 wds.
47 New Orleans team
that won Super
Bowl XLIV in 2010
48 Lee ___ Selmon
(52-Across
defensive end in
the Pro Football
Hall of Fame)
49 Underside of a foot
50 Scientists’
workshops
52 ___ Bay
Buccaneers
(winners of Super
Bowl XXXVII in
2003)
55 Pitchfork-shaped
Greek letter
58 “Rosemary’s Baby”
novelist Levin
59 Team that won
Super Bowl III in
1969: 3 wds.
62 Org. that includes
the Lions and
Panthers, but not
the Bengals and
Jaguars
63 “There ___ stupid
questions”: 2 wds.
64 Spelled ___ detail:
2 wds.
65 Igloo inhabitant:
Abbr.
66 Play in which a
quarterback runs
forward with the
ball instead of
passing it
67 False ___ (football
infraction incurring
a five-yard penalty)

1

2

3

4

5

6

14
18

20

21
23

9

10

11

27

42

45

33

56

57

25
30

31

35

41

32

22

29

38

13

19

28

37

12

16

24

34

36

39

40
43

46

44

47

48
50

8

15

17

26

7

49

51

52

53

54

55

58

59

60

62

63

64

65

66

67

DOWN
1 Toy company
owned by Mattel
2 ___ and lateral
(trick play in
football)
3 Liquors from
Jamaica
4 Supposed psychic
gift, for short
5 Slithery fish
6 Place a wager
towards, as a team
to win the Super
Bowl: 2 wds.
7 “A Streetcar
Named Desire”
director Kazan
8 Like a G.I. who’s
gone missing
9 Also-___ (election
losers)
10 ___ admin (co.
software manager)
11 Action after a kick
that rarely turns
into a touchdown
run: 2 wds.
12 Actress Faris

13 One of four
consecutive
chances for a
football team to
advance the ball
18 “By Jove!”
22 Stage scenery
23 Country with the
capital Kiev: Abbr.
24 With regard to
punishment
25 Pertaining to
sentence units
26 “The Girl With the
Dragon Tattoo”
novelist Larsson
27 “Holding Out for
___” (1984 Bonnie
Tyler hit): 2 wds.
28 Defensive football
player responsible
for covering a pass
receiver
29 Nasal singing tone
30 Rustic hotels
31 Come into
possession of
32 Try to bite, puppystyle: 2 wds.
33 Fender dings

61

35 N.F.L.’er Kreutz
who was in six Pro
Bowls in the 2000s
39 Overly
44 Flaky bakery treat
46 Signal from a
sinking ship
47 Fly like an eagle
49 Frighten
50 ___ of scrimmage
(separator of
football teams at
the start of a play)
51 Dog barks
52 Seabird related to
a gull
53 ___ bit (just
slightly): 2 wds.
54 Bird that can mimic
human speech
55 Org. against fur
coats
56 Mix together
57 “That ___ fair!”
59 Rapper with the
album “Illmatic”
60 Wallops in the
boxing ring, for
short
61 Protrude
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To nominate a member for the Circle of Excellence Award,
fill out the form above completely then give it to a member of the Supreme Executive Council
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